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 £375,000
Lymington

 £350,000
Lymington

 £379,000
West Country UK

 £445,000 + VAT 
Lymington

 £349,500
 Lymington

 £275,000
West Mediterranean

 £245,000
 West Country UK

 £740,000
  Palma de Mallorca

Linssen GS 470 AC MkII Twin  

Horizon 62’  

Aquastar 48’S

Altena Dutch Passagemaker 

Broom 450

Trader 535 Sunliner

GRAND BANKS EASTBAY 43’  

Trader 64’ Sunliner  

From the Linssen team in 2006, this full displacement motor yacht is one class act. 
With twin 140hp Deutz, which by the way run off fumes, Naiad stabilisers and a fab 
2 stateroom layout she is an elegant and comfortable way to enjoy clockwork 
yachting. With her first owners, she comes with modest hours and also gleams.

Still with her first family, born in 2003 and comes with fab joinery, wonderful quality 
mouldings and fantastic engineering for which this brand is famous. In superb good 
shape with terrific 4 double en-suite cabin layout. With twin 1,000hp Cats, fantastic 
mid-cabin for the cheque writer, TRAC stabilising and all the warm water kit.

Splendid clockwork yacht from the Aquastar stable with added panache supplied 
by Ken Freivokh and his design crew. 2007 build, we have known her since the 
nursery and she is in sparkling shape with twin 500hp Volvos, hard top, air con 
and lots of other widgets for either the cold or the warm waters.

Definitely as Dutch as it gets without clogs from 1998 with 15mm bottom plate, 
5 watertight bulkheads and rugged build. Her single 215hp Cat and wing engine 
provide a range of around 5,000 nautical miles and she is in sparkling good 
shape. 4 wheel drive motor yachting with spunk. 

Great build from Blighty, to designs by John Bennett from 2007. She was 
disembowelled at her build yard in 2018 and had a bottom up makeover of wallet 
blenching proportions. Twin 500hp Volvos, new everything with aircon, crane, 
new decks and stacks more – there is far too much to sensibly list here.  

With thumping 669hp Cats from 2001, she has been polished right through life 
and in return has provided a spectacular platform for warm water cruising in great 
comfort and without fuss. She comes with acres of teak inside and a splendid 
covered aft deck the size of a small cricket pitch for alfresco cruising.

From Ray Hunt and the Grand Banks brigade in 2001, she offers pace, great sea 
keeping and epic build quality in a very manageable package. A couple of 
Caterpillars provide the rocket power for the speed to realise your cruising 
programme and comes with a charming teak interior which looks very, very fresh.

Outstanding owner driver straight line motor yacht of scale and pedigree, she first 
hatched in 2008. With 4 great cabins including palatial quarters for the bosses, 
she is still with her original owners and is thoroughly Bristol as our cousins across 
the water are fond of saying.

MOTOR YACHTS
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FPB 97’ Iceberg  

FUNCTIONAL POWER BOATS
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 £6,724,934 + VAT
South of France

 €1,500,000
South of France

 €790,000 + VAT
South of France

 €900,000
South of France

Pearl 95’ 

104’ Bill Tripp 

Trehard 90’

Dixon 80’

New build form the Pearl people available via Berthon in 
France for enjoying the Cote d’Azur in the summer of 2020.   
Dixon and Kelly Hoppen excel in providing the perfect platform 
from which to live well. Comes with beach club, enormous 
flybridge, full beam owners’ stateroom and a 5 year guarantee. 

Hatched 1992 with a glorious Starkey interior and drop dead 
gorgeous good looks, of exotic build so she is strong as an ox 
and sails like a rocket. She also comes with more than her fair 
share of row away appeal. Perfect for family blue water or would 
be epic for charter. Loads of potential, seriously modest ask.

Immediately recognisable and stunning lines from Martin 
Francis, of tin, with glorious flush decks, a centreboard, and 
lovely dark blue topsides livery that has yet to get wet. From 
1982, 5 cabins plus crew and she is under 24 metres load line 
for those who mind. She needs a new owner to take her sailing.

Easily handled with captivating good looks, this 80 footer thinks 
she’s a super yacht and has the systems to match.  From 
2001, sparingly used but seriously updated by these owners, 
she is a thoroughly successful marriage of classic good looks 
and 21st century technology, she also sails quite beautifully.

BERTHON FRANCE YACHTS
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 US $720,000 + VAT
Lymington

 £645,000 + VAT
Lymington

 £535,000 + VAT
Lymington

 £335,000
Lymington

 £535,000 + VAT
 Lymington

 £950,000
 Lymington

 £899,500 + VAT 
Lymington

 £485,000
 Lymington

Discovery 55’ 

Discovery 55’

Discovery 55’ 

Discovery 55’ 

Discovery 55’

Discovery 57’ 

Discovery 57’  

Discovery 55’/027 

First splashed in 2013 with her blue black hull livery, new sails and covers and 
stunning oak interior, this yacht is the business. Ron Holland’s legendary lines and 
has just been through a refit including new copper coat beneath, new seacocks, 
new dinghy and outboard and stacks more.

Her HIN puts her at 2012 but she has seen very little action and her current 
engine hours are around 700. With an epic Mark II interior in cherry and with 
plenty of burr and marquetry. As close to faultless as it gets in our imperfect 
world, she was prepared for a circuit of the globe which has been shelved. 

From 2010 she has the plaques, t-shirts and the cups – after 42,000 nautical miles 
this yacht is still looking fantastic. Full current survey and all points dealt with and i’s 
dotted. She is wearing this years’ standing rigging, new main, refreshed and 
updated systems and much else to make her ready for her next world girdle. 

Splendid mid-blue Disco of the mile munching variety from 2006, she has a North 
Altantic circuit beneath her capable keel and comes with a wizard maple interior 
and lots of clever design updates. She is now back in Blighty and needs an 
enthusiastic and practical yachtsman to fettle her for more oceans. Price reflects. 

From 2010, very well sorted for circuits of the globe – she has form with a trip 
Down Under beneath her keel already. Totally automated rig, lovely light and airy 
maple innards and that Discovery magic is also included in the price. Her owners 
wish to reduce current fleet numbers, she must be sold. 

Ron Holland, built in Blighty in 2012, she has proven to be the shape of things to 
come with her fantastic teardrop windows through which the light pours in, 
engineered systems and modern wenge and teak interior. Set up for 2 handed 
sailing, she has an automated rig and intelligent deck layout. 

Elegant flag blue Disco, she hatched in 2014 and comes with retractable stern 
thruster, push button front sails and an epic automated passerelle. Cherry 
innards, an engine room that looks more like an operating theatre and she has 
covers for her covers, hence she gleams everywhere.

From 2008, benchmark cruising from the Discovery tribe, she has 2 Atlantic 
circuits beneath her keel, is prepped for the third and is looking as fresh as a 
daisy. Developed for 2 handed sailing, will manage happily with 4 other hangers 
on in great comfort and her interior watch keeping position is epic.

DISCOVERY YACHTS
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 £699,500
West Mediterranean

£350,000 + VAT
Lymington

 £425,000
Lymington

Dubois 70’ 

Bestevaer 60’C 

Nordia 55’ 

From Pendennis, Redman Whitely and the legendary board of 
Dubois in 1993 for serious mile munching in both low latitudes 
and the Tropics. With her false bow, massive alloy build, twin 
screw, split rig and epic systems she has managed both 
elegantly at speed and in safety. One of the most capable blue 
water yachts to grace these illustrious pages, through life she has 
enjoyed a series of refits with her owners expending the requisite 
truckloads of cash to ensure that her new yachtsman will find her 
ready for oceans, fjords, famous passages or ice flows.

Definitely the weapon of choice for adventurous sailors who 
wish to experience to the max the extremes of what Planet 
Earth has to offer, be it in the Tropics or the Ice. Dykstra’s pen, 
made flesh in Holland of tin with close framing, 5 watertight 
bulkheads, centreboard, daggerboards and twin AeroRigs.

The Royal Van Dam Nordia Shipyard delivered a selection 
of blue water cruising yachts of simply the first quality. With 
engine rooms like an operating theatre, joinery of the finest 
and clever design ideas above and below, their fleet is a 
phenomenon. 

HIGH LATITUDE MILE MUNCHERS
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US $450,000
Caribbean

 €995,000
Italy

 £595,000
Ireland

 £495,000
Palma de Mallorca

72’ Georgetti Magrini

Baltic 66’

Spirit 54’ 

Southerly 47’ 

With her elegant and powerful lines she was made flesh by 
Yacht Officine Pesaro in 1986. The years have been kind and 
her owners smitten so there have been a series of serious 
makeovers down the years including at Pendennis. Consummate 
charter yacht, great mile muncher, and seriously skinny ask. 

Judel Vrolijk magic and built by the wizards at Baltic Yachts 
in 2005. She is almost totally carbon and has a proper 
yachtsmans’ layout inside, made possible by locating all the 
whirring stuff at the back. Her light displacement provides 
sparkling sailing even in just a zephyr of breeze. Awesome. 

Spectacular McMillan and Spirit combo from 2006, she is #007 
of this great series, no surprise therefore that she had a starring 
role in Casino Royale playing the part of the main man’s yacht.   
She is also supremely fleet and has cup collected with aplomb.  
Is set up for shorthanded performance sailing as you like. 

At the heart of this great looking dark blue yacht is a touch 
of Stephen Jones magic which means that put simply, she 
is ferociously quick. From 2012 with a carbon spar and all 
manner of electronic widgets, as well of course as her variable 
draft which gives yet another dimension.

PERFORMANCE CRUISING
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Introducing Our New Partner For The USA

Berthon USA    sales@berthonusa.com    Office: 00 1 401 846 8404    www.berthonusa.com    

McConaghy Multihulls is the latest product range from McConaghy Boats, world leaders in the construction of advanced composite yachts and components.
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WORLD GIRDLERS

 £380,000
Lymington

 US $450,000
East Coast, USA

£299,000
Lymington

 €950,000
Lymington

German Frers 60’

Deerfoot 63’

Farr 60’

Hallberg Rassy 62’

An epic, any ocean, fast passage, blue water machine from 
Dashew Offshore and Salthouse Brothers down under. 
Proven safe, secure and especially fast circumnavigator over 
thousands of short handed nautical miles since her keel was 
laid in 1989. Her current owners have kept her in fine nick.

Her sisters form the Mystic class and have won hearts and 
minds the world over. This yacht from 2000 is rather more 
special, built by SYS she is of the first quality and there are 
zero rough edges. Nice in-boom and hydraulic push button 
everything make her eminently user friendly.

Beneath the pilothouse and comfortable deck saloon lies a 
hull shape that is ferociously quick and just the job for crossing 
oceans at pace. From 1999, made flesh by Najad, she also 
comes with 4 comfortable cabins, the owners’ stateroom even 
has a bath! She has world girdled with gusto. 

Frers and the Swedes, no nonsense, does what it says on the 
tin, blue water ready, munch the miles cruising yacht with that 
epic Rassyfarian hard top for all weathers. From 2004 with an 
automated rig, serious updates with this owner including new 
electronic wizardry, davits, sails, dinghy and masses more. 
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 £895,000
New Zealand

 £149,500
Lymington

 £150,000
Lymington

 £260,000
Lymington

 €275,000
 Ireland

£119,500
 Lymington

 £395,000
Lymington

 £195,000
Scotland

Oyster 575 

Oyster 42’  

Swan 44’ 

Maxi 1300

Bowman 57’ 

Elan Impression 434 

Southerly 420  

Bluewater 476   

From 2011, built for these experienced owners for a voyage to the Southern 
Hemisphere, she comes with a thoughtful and well conceived spec. Mission 
accomplished, she is letting a freighter take the strain for her return trip and will be 
available to see, touch and write a cheque for in Europe soon.

Handsome Holman & Pye Oyster from 1999, she has been sparingly used for local 
cruising and cherished all the while. Despite her modest dimensions she is all 
Oyster with terrific build quality and detailing, to go with her robust and sensible 
systems. Compact for our waters yet capable of blue water too, given the chance.

S&S and the Nautor crew in 1973, the 44’ is one of the benchmark sailing yachts of 
all time with her astonishing build, heart stopping good looks and captivating sailing 
performance. A monster refit in 2015 included rig, engine and stacks more. 
Fantastic fast blue water cruising yacht, one of the prettiest yachts on the planet.

Unmistakable good looks from Pelle Petersen, made flesh by the Maxi team in 
2007. Equipped with blistering performance, all the creature comforts and 
masses of space for cruising toot. Serious nautical makeover of late including 
sails, engine, paint and stacks more. Perfect for all things yachting.

Holman & Pye and Bowman from 1976, she is a ketch of pedigree and great 
beauty that has taken her sailors far and done much. Much uprated and updated 
by these owners, like a fine wine, her best is yet to come. She will be crossing 
oceans, munching miles and delighting her sailors for many more years to come.

Rob Humphreys drew the sweet lines and Elan did the business in 2006. This is not 
just any old 434, she is a fully blue water prepared, ready for oceans, comfortable 
mile muncher that is now ready to put in the sea time. Fantastic liveable interior 
meets practical deck layout. Magic carpet material of surprisingly modest cost.

Rob Humphreys provides the pace, and the masters of the variable draft do their 
thing, she hatched in 2012. Smart light grey topsides livery, goes with warm 
mahogany innards and she comes with a deck saloon for vision when below. 
Cherished since Day One, a versatile sailing yacht with fine British build.

With iconic Pedrick lines, these designs started life as the Nicholson 476. This 
yacht was the second of 2 built by Sherlock Marine, beautifully in 1999. 2019 
saw a nautical makeover of wallet blenching scale – sails, rig, electronic wizardry, 
MCA coding and stacks more. Never chartered or ridden hard.

CRUISING YACHTS
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£1,995,000 + VAT
Palma de Mallorca

Oyster 82’  

A new addition to the Berthon fleet from Rob Humphreys and 
the mollusc people in 2009. She has been skipper cherished 
from the shell. Built for planet circuits, she has a fantastic blue 
water spec and powerful sail plan. Down below she comes with 
warm cherry woodwork and very splendid, light maple floors.
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 €450,000
Palma de Mallorca

 €1,200,000
Palma de Mallorca

 £1,375,000
Ibiza

Brenta B42’  

Humphreys 77’

Windy SR 52’ Blackbird  

Drop dead gorgeous sailing yacht, the brainchild of Luca Brenta, 
she first splashed in 2017 and has to be about the ultimate in 
Italian style and flair as well as being the perfect platform for fun 
days aboard in lovely Mediterranean waters. A pocket Wally that 
is very easy to sail and which has been cherished by this owner. 

Goss Challenges, HYS and Rob Humphreys in 2002. Don’t 
be fooled by her build year, as in 2016 she had a bottom 
up rebuilt courtesy of our very own Berthon Boat Company.  
Maintained regardless of cost since, she puts many much 
more recent yachts in the shade with her condition, modern 
interior styling and epic systems. 

Astonishing performance and build from our friends at Windy 
in 2017 with triple IPS 600s delivering an effortless running 
speed of 45 knots to go with that legendary handling. Joystick 
docking and station holding makes it look easy. She is the 
weapon of choice for Mediterranean motor yachting at pace.   

I N T E R N AT I O N A L  YA C H T  B R O K E R S

BERTHON SPAIN YACHTS
@BerthonGroup or search ‘Berthon’


